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Wordsworth
2016-11-03

william wordsworth is chiefly remembered as one of the lake poets yet he was also
one of the founders of english romanticism a writer whose early revolutionary fervor
imbued his verse and his ideals much of wordsworth s work was inspired by nature
but to a style rich in lyrical imagery he brought a deep interest in liberal
humanitarianism and a profound concern for the lives habits and speech of ordinary
people especially country people this collection includes i wandered lonely as a cloud
daffodils ode intimations of immortality character of the happy warrior the solitary
reaper to a sky lark tintern abbey and extracts from the prelude

Lyrical Ballads, and Other Poems, 1797-1800
1992

the present edition provides the first comprehensive textual history from earliest
manuscript to final lifetime printing of the poems published in the epochal lyrical
ballads and of contemporaneous short poems by wordsworth 1770 1850 for those
poems originally published in 1800 this edition is

Lyrical Ballads and other Poems by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge and William Wordsworth (Also contains
Their Thoughts On Poetry Principles and Secrets)
2024-01-07

this carefully crafted ebook lyrical ballads and other poems by samuel taylor
coleridge and william wordsworth also contains their thoughts on poetry principles
and secrets is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of
contents lyrical ballads two collections of poems by william wordsworth and samuel
taylor coleridge are generally considered to have marked the beginning of the english
romantic movement in literature the immediate effect on critics was modest but they
became and remain a landmark changing the course of english literature and poetry
most of the poems in the 1798 edition were written by wordsworth with coleridge
contributing only five poems to the collection including one of his most famous works
the rime of the ancient mariner a second edition was published in 1800 in which
wordsworth included additional poems and a preface detailing the pair s avowed
poetical principles samuel taylor coleridge 1772 1834 was an english poet literary
critic and philosopher who with his friend william wordsworth was a founder of the
romantic movement in england and a member of the lake poets he wrote the poems



the rime of the ancient mariner and kubla khan as well as the major prose work
biographia literaria william wordsworth 1770 1850 was a major english romantic poet
who with samuel taylor coleridge helped to launch the romantic age in english
literature with their joint publication lyrical ballads 1798 table of contents anima
poetae by samuel taylor coleridge essays letters and notes about the principles of
poetry by william wordsworth lyrical ballads with a few other poems 1798 lyrical
ballads with other poems 1800

Lyrical Ballads With Other Poems
2008-02-01

william wordsworth 1770 1850 was a major english romantic poet who with samuel
taylor coleridge helped launch the romantic age in english literature with their 1798
joint publication lyrical ballads wordsworth s masterpiece is generally considered to
be the prelude an autobiographical poem of his early years that was revised and
expanded a number of times it was never published during his lifetime and was only
given the title after his death up until this time it was generally known as the poem to
coleridge the year 1793 saw wordsworth s first published poetry with the collections
an evening walk and descriptive sketches in 1807 his poems in two volumes were
published wordsworth had for years been making plans to write a long philosophical
poem in three parts which he intended to call the recluse in 1814 he published the
excursion as the second part of the recluse wordsworth was england s poet laureate
from 1843 until his death in 1850 his other works include description of the scenery
of the lakes 1810 peter bell 1819 the waggoner 1819 and yarrow revisited 1835

Lyrical Ballads With a Few Other Poems (1798)
2020-09-28

when it was first published lyrical balladsenraged the critics of the day wordsworth
and coleridge had given poetry a voice one decidedly different to that which had been
voiced before this acclaimed routledge classicsedition offers the reader the
opportunity to study the poems in their original contexts as they appeared to
coleridge s and wordsworth s contemporaries and includes some of their most famous
poems including coleridge s rime of the ancyent marinere

Wordsworth & Coleridge: Lyrical Ballads and Other
Poems
2023-11-20

this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital



standards and adjusted for readability on all devices lyrical ballads two collections of
poems by william wordsworth and samuel taylor coleridge are generally considered
to have marked the beginning of the english romantic movement in literature the
immediate effect on critics was modest but they became and remain a landmark
changing the course of english literature and poetry most of the poems in the 1798
edition were written by wordsworth with coleridge contributing only five poems to
the collection including one of his most famous works the rime of the ancient mariner
a second edition was published in 1800 in which wordsworth included additional
poems and a preface detailing the pair s avowed poetical principles samuel taylor
coleridge 1772 1834 was an english poet literary critic and philosopher who with his
friend william wordsworth was a founder of the romantic movement in england and a
member of the lake poets he wrote the poems the rime of the ancient mariner and
kubla khan as well as the major prose work biographia literaria william wordsworth
1770 1850 was a major english romantic poet who with samuel taylor coleridge
helped to launch the romantic age in english literature with their joint publication
lyrical ballads 1798 table of contents anima poetae by samuel taylor coleridge essays
letters and notes about the principles of poetry by william wordsworth lyrical ballads
with a few other poems 1798 lyrical ballads with other poems 1800

Lyrical Ballads
1798

a landmark in romanticism and one of the most celebrated of all collaborative literary
works lyrical ballads includes wordsworth s tintern abbey and the earliest version of
coleridge s rime of the ancyent marinere originally the poem lewti appeared on pages
63 7 but as this was known to be by coleridge and the authors wished to preserve
their anonymity these leaves were cancelled before publication and replaced by the
nightingale the corresponding change was made in the table of contents abebooks
website pagination errors remained as a result of the substitution of the nightingale

Lyrical Ballads,
1800

lyrical ballads with a few other poems is a collection of poems by william wordsworth
and samuel taylor coleridge first published in 1798 and generally considered to have
marked the beginning of the english romantic movement in literature the immediate
effect on critics was modest but it became and remains a landmark changing the
course of english literature and poetry contentwordsworth and coleridge set out to
overturn what they considered the priggish learned and highly sculpted forms of 18th
century english poetry and to make poetry accessible to the average person via verse
written in common everyday language they emphasize the vitality of the living voice



used by the poor to express their reality this language also helps assert the
universality of human emotions even the title of the collection recalls rustic forms of
art the word lyrical links the poems with the ancient rustic bards and lends an air of
spontaneity while ballads are an oral mode of storytelling used by the common people
in the advertisement included in the 1798 edition wordsworth explained his poetical
concept the majority of the following poems are to be considered as experiments they
were written chiefly with a view to ascertain how far the language of conversation in
the middle and lower classes of society is adapted to the purpose of poetic pleasure if
the experiment with vernacular language was not enough of a departure from the
norm the focus on simple uneducated country people as the subject of poetry was a
signal shift to modern literature one of the main themes of lyrical ballads is the return
to the original state of nature in which people led a purer and more innocent
existence wordsworth subscribed to rousseau s belief that humanity was essentially
good but was corrupted by the influence of society this may be linked with the
sentiments spreading through europe just prior to the french revolution william
wordsworth 7 april 1770 23 april 1850 was a major english romantic poet who with
samuel taylor coleridge helped to launch the romantic age in english literature with
their joint publication lyrical ballads 1798 wordsworth s magnum opus is generally
considered to be the prelude a semi autobiographical poem of his early years that he
revised and expanded a number of times it was posthumously titled and published
before which it was generally known as the poem to coleridge wordsworth was
britain s poet laureate from 1843 until his death from pleurisy on 23 april 1850
samuel taylor coleridge 21 october 1772 25 july 1834 was an english poet literary
critic philosopher and theologian who with his friend william wordsworth was a
founder of the romantic movement in england and a member of the lake poets he
wrote the poems the rime of the ancient mariner and kubla khan as well as the major
prose work biographia literaria his critical work especially on william shakespeare
was highly influential and he helped introduce german idealist philosophy to english
speaking culture coleridge coined many familiar words and phrases including
suspension of disbelief he had a major influence on ralph waldo emerson and on
american transcendentalism throughout his adult life coleridge had crippling bouts of
anxiety and depression it has been speculated that he had bipolar disorder which had
not been defined during his lifetime he was physically unhealthy which may have
stemmed from a bout of rheumatic fever and other childhood illnesses he was treated
for these conditions with laudanum which fostered a lifelong opium addiction
coleridge

Lyrical Ballads, with a Few Other Poems (1798)
2018-12-15

excerpt from wordsworth at rydal and other poems and in these beauteous scenes
hath found deep truths set to melodious sound where shall we turn what harp the



while must now the tedious hours beguile about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Wordsworth's Grave
1891

lyrical ballads with other poems volume ii by william wordsworth william wordsworth
was major english romantic poet 1770 1850

Wordsworth at Rydal
2017-10-25

william wordsworth 7 april 1770 23 april 1850 was a major english romantic poet
who with samuel taylor coleridge helped to launch the romantic age in english
literature with the 1798 joint publication lyrical ballads

Lyrical Ballads with Other Poems
2015-01-19

lyrical ballads with a few other poems william wordsworth samuel taylor coleridge
brand new edition lyrical ballads with a few other poems is a collection of poems by
william wordsworth and samuel taylor coleridge first published in 1798 and generally
considered to have marked the beginning of the english romantic movement in
literature the immediate effect on critics was modest but it became and remains a
landmark changing the course of english literature and poetry most of the poems in
the 1798 edition were written by wordsworth with coleridge contributing only four
poems to the collection including one of his most famous works the rime of the
ancient mariner a second edition was published in 1800 in which wordsworth
included additional poems and a preface detailing the pair s avowed poetical
principles another edition was published in 1802 wordsworth added an appendix
titled poetic diction in which he expanded the ideas set forth in the preface



William Wordsworth
1963

the majority of the following poems are to be considered as experiments they were
written chiefly with a view to ascertain how far the language of conversation in the
middle and lower classes of society is adapted to the purposes of poetic pleasure

Lyrical Ballads with Other Poems, 1800
2014-09-07

this is a new release of the original 1798 edition

Lyrical Ballads
2013-11-30

william wordsworth 7 april 1770 23 april 1850 was a major english romantic poet
who with samuel taylor coleridge helped to launch the romantic age in english
literature with the 1798 joint publication lyrical ballads wordsworth s magnum opus
is generally considered to be the prelude a semi autobiographical poem of his early
years which he revised and expanded a number of times it was posthumously titled
and published prior to which it was generally known as the poem to coleridge
wordsworth was britain s poet laureate from 1843 until his death in 1850

Lyrical Ballads, with a Few Other Poems
2015-06-14

why buy our paperbacks expedited shipping high quality paper made in usa standard
font size of 10 for all books 30 days money back guarantee beware of low quality
sellers don t buy cheap paperbacks just to save a few dollars most of them use low
quality papers binding their pages fall off easily some of them even use very small
font size of 6 or less to increase their profit margin it makes their books completely
unreadable how is this book unique unabridged 100 original content font adjustments
biography included illustrated lyrical ballads with a few other poems by william
wordsworth lyrical ballads with a few other poems is a collection of poems by william
wordsworth first published in 1798 and generally considered to have marked the
beginning of the english romantic movement in literature the immediate effect on
critics was modest but it became and remains a landmark changing the course of
english literature and poetry most of the poems in the 1798 edition were written by
wordsworth with coleridge contributing only four poems to the collection including



one of his most famous works the rime of the ancient mariner a second edition was
published in 1800 in which wordsworth included additional poems and a preface
detailing the pair s avowed poetical principles for another edition published in 1802
wordsworth added an appendix titled poetic diction in which he expanded the ideas
set forth in the preface

Lyrical Ballads
2014-08-07

lyrical ballads with a few other poems 1798 coleridge and wordsworth this is the first
edition of lyrical ballads published in 1798 written by the english poets william
wordsworth and samuel taylor the collection is generally considered to have marked
the beginning of the english romantic movement and despite negative critical
reception at first subsequent editions were produced and the book has remained a
staple in poetry and british literature studies for over two centuries wordsworth and
taylor sought to bring poetry to the average person by writing in vernacular language
on subjects that are universally relevant the majority of the poems in this edition
were written by wordsworth including lines written in early spring lines written near
richmond upon the thames at evening and the convict which was omitted from
subsequent editions coleridge s contributions though less popular at the time because
of macabre or supernatural nature include his now famous the rime of the ancyent
marinere and lines written a few miles above tintern abbey we are delighted to
publish this classic book as part of our extensive classic library collection many of the
books in our collection have been out of print for decades and therefore have not
been accessible to the general public the aim of our publishing program is to
facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature and our view is that this is a
significant literary work which deserves to be brought back into print after many
decades the contents of the vast majority of titles in the classic library have been
scanned from the original works to ensure a high quality product each title has been
meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has been guided by a desire to
provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the original
work we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you it
becomes an enriching experience

Lyrical Ballads with a Few Other Poems
2013-03-15

the story of wordsworth becoming wordsworth by writing the fragments and drafts of
what would become the prelude a personal poem addressed to coleridge that he kept
hidden from the public until his death in 1850 robinson shows that by writing about
himself and that other being wordsworth created an innovative autobiographical epic



of becoming that is the masterpiece he believed he had failed to write

Lyrical Ballads with a Few Other Poems - Volume 2
2017-10-27

lyrical ballads with a few other poems is a collection of poems by william wordsworth
and samuel taylor coleridge first published in 1798 and generally considered to have
marked the beginning of the english romantic movement in literature the immediate
effect on critics was modest but it became and remains a landmark changing the
course of english literature and poetry

Lyrical Ballads, with a Few Other Poems (1798)
2018-07-13

first published in london in 1888 this is the complete works of one of the great poets
of english romanticism in ten charming compact volumes william wordsworth 1770
1850 britain s poet laureate from 1843 until his death limned some of the finest verse
in the english language tender poetry on human love and the natural world some of
his most memorable lines describe england s beautiful lake district where he spent
much of his life as filtered through his sensitive and serious heart beloved of readers
for centuries wordsworth s timeless verse is a treasure to enjoy for the nourishment
of one s own soul and to share with other lovers of language

Myself and Some Other Being
2014-02-15

this inspiring collection of poetry presents many of william wordsworth s most loved
works the classic poems explore both nature s beauty and the charm of everyday life
in a beautiful new edition this wonderful collection of wordsworth s best poetry
allows the reader insight into the poet s mind as his lyrical poetry explores his
relationships with friends family god and his own self with themes of nature humanity
mortality childhood and religion wordsworth s work helped to usher in the romantic
age in english literature most notably the lyrical ballads collection written in
collaboration by wordsworth and his friend samuel taylor coleridge this beautiful
collection features all of the poems from lyrical ballads as well as poems in two
volumes 1807 and other assorted poems such as to a butterfly star gazers power of
music to the daisy a complaint from the specialist poetry imprint ragged hand this
wonderful volume would make the perfect gift for fans of romantic poetry or
collectors of the poet laureate s work



Lyrical ballads, with other poems. With pastoral
and other poems
1802

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Lyrical Ballads
1802

bloomsbury poetry classics are selections from the work of some of our greatest poets
the series is aimed at the general reader rather than the specialist and carries no
critical or explanatory apparatus this can be found elsewhere in the series the poems
introduce themselves on an uncluttered page and in a format that is both attractive
and convenient the selections have been made by the distinguished poet critic and
biographer ian hamilton william wordsworth was born in 1770 in 1798 with coleridge
he published lyrical ballads and that work s famous preface is now taken as a key
romantic manifesto in it wordsworth argues for everyday subjects and an
unornamented diction shortly after in poems like resolution and independence and
intimations of immortality a childlike responsiveness to nature s moral teachings is
proposed as an ideal most of the poems of wordsworth s great middle period are set
in the lake district where he lived most of his adult life in his youth wordsworth was a
vehement republican his ideas formed by early contact with the french revolution but
with fame and middle age he drifted gradually into the conservatism and self parody
that w

Lyrical Ballads, with a Few Other Poems
2018-04-15



start from the beginning of the english romantic movement two poets believed
everyone should be able to enjoy the beauty of the english language wordsworth and
coleridge cover the breadth of human emotions and speak to the soul of a human we
are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive classic library
collection many of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades and
therefore have not been accessible to the general public the aim of our publishing
program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature and our view is
that this is a significant literary work which deserves to be brought back into print
after many decades the contents of the vast majority of titles in the classic library
have been scanned from the original works to ensure a high quality product each title
has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has been guided by a
desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of
the original work we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for
you it becomes an enriching experience

The Complete Poetical Works of William
Wordsworth
2008-01-01

lyrical ballads with other poems 1800 volume 1 by william wordsworth

The Collected Poems of Wordsworth
2020-02-20

start from the beginning of the english romantic movement two poets believed
everyone should be able to enjoy the beauty of the english language wordsworth and
coleridge cover the breadth of human emotions and speak to the soul of a human we
are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive classic library
collection many of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades and
therefore have not been accessible to the general public the aim of our publishing
program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature and our view is
that this is a significant literary work which deserves to be brought back into print
after many decades the contents of the vast majority of titles in the classic library
have been scanned from the original works to ensure a high quality product each title
has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has been guided by a
desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of
the original work we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for
you it becomes an enriching experience we are delighted to publish this classic book
as part of our extensive classic library collection many of the books in our collection
have been out of print for decades and therefore have not been accessible to the
general public the aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this



vast reservoir of literature and our view is that this is a significant literary work
which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades the contents of the
vast majority of titles in the classic library have been scanned from the original works
to ensure a high quality product each title has been meticulously hand curated by our
staff our philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book
that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work we hope that you will
enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes an enriching experience

William Wordsworth
1976

reproduction of the original lyrical ballads with a few other poems 1800 by william
wordsworth

POEMS OF WORDSWORTH (FROM ARNO
2016-08-29

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

SELECTIONS FROM THE POEMS OF W
2016-08-26

william wordsworth s creative collaboration with his beloved sister spanned nearly
fifty years from their first reunion in 1787 until her premature decline in 1835
rumours of incest have surrounded the siblings since the 19th century but lucy
newlyn sees their cohabitation as an expression of deep emotional need arising from
circumstances peculiar to their family history born in cockermouth and parted when
dorothy was six by the death of their mother the siblings grew up separately and



were only reunited four years after their father had died leaving them destitute how
did their orphaned consciousness shape their understanding of each other what part
did traumatic memories of separation play in their longing for a home how fully did
their re settlement in the lake district recompense them for the loss of a shared
childhood newlyn shows how william and dorothy s writings closely intertwined with
their regional affiliations were part of the lifelong work of jointly re building their
family and re claiming their communal identity walking talking remembering and
grieving were as important to their companionship as writing and at every stage of
their adult lives they drew nourishment from their immediate surroundings this is the
first book to bring the full range of dorothy s writings into the foreground alongside
her brother s and to give each sibling the same level of detailed attention newlyn
explores the symbiotic nature of their creative processes through close reading of
journals letters and poems sometimes drawing on material that is in manuscript she
uncovers detailed interminglings in their work approaching these as evidence of their
deep affinity the book offers a spirited rebuttal of the myth that the romantic writer
was a solitary genius and that william wordsworth was a poet of the egotistical
sublime arguing instead that he was a poet of community carrying everywhere with
him relationship and love dorothy is not presented as an undervalued or exploited
member of the wordsworth household but as the poet s equal in a literary partnership
of outstanding importance newlyn s book is deeply researched drawing on a wide
range of recent scholarship not just in romantic studies but in psychology literary
theory anthropology and life writing yet it is a personal book written with passion by
a scholar poet and intended to be of some practical use and inspirational value to non
specialist readers adopting a holistic approach to mental and spiritual health human
relationships and the environment newlyn provides a timely reminder that creativity
thrives best in a gift economy

Lyrical Ballads
1802

the english countryside has inspired some of the most exquisite and well loved poetry
ever composed in the language this selection of verse includes among others thomas
gray s reflective and moving meditation on mortality elegy written in a country
church yard the soaring beauty of wordsworth s lines on tintern abbey and keats s
ode to autumn the deceptively simple words of emily brontë and the personal and
evocative verse of thomas hardy bringing together the greatest riches of english
poetry generations of inhabitants have helped shape the english countryside but it
has profoundly shaped us too it has provoked a huge variety of responses from artists
writers musicians and people who live and work on the land as well as those who are
travelling through it english journeys celebrates this long tradition with a series of
twenty books on all aspects of the countryside from stargazey pie and country
churches to man s relationship with nature and songs celebrating the patterns of the



countryside as well as ghosts and love struck soldiers

Selected Poems
1994

this prestwick house literary touchstone classic includes a glossary and reader s
notes to help the modern reader more fully appreciate the richness and unique vision
of these romantic innovators the poems in this anthology represent not necessarily
the

Lyrical Ballads, with a Few Other Poems (1798)
2018-02-24

Lyrical Ballads, With Other Poems, 1800
2014-01-21

Lyrical Ballads, with a Few Other Poems (1798)
2017-07-11

Lyrical Ballads, with a few Other Poems (1800)
2018-04-05

Wordsworth & Coleridge Lyrical Ballads and Other
Poems
2003

POEMS BY WILLIAM WORDSWORTH A
2016-08-28



William and Dorothy Wordsworth
2013-09-12

Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard and Other
Poems
2009-04-02

Rime of the Ancient Mariner, the and Other Poems
of the Romantic Era
2006-01-01
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